


x-Glo SERIES Underground Lighting is a breakthrough in modern mining providing an 
unsurpassed lighting platform with benefits which are unequalled by any lighting system
available globally.
This patented lighting solution uses the highest quality 
LED technology incorporated in a ground-breaking 
design, with unique features which is making it the first 
choice for mines around the world, who are serious 
about saving lives, money, electricity and boosting 
morale and efficiency to unprecedented heights. 

The LED's are configured in a light strip with a patented 
electronic design which allows a single run powered by 
both ends to function properly even if the light run is 
completely severed. It is energy efficient, 
environmentally friendly, completely maintenance free 
with a 3 year guarantee and an expected lifespan of 
over a decade. x-Glo SERIES has an IP 68 rating, low 
profile (6mm x 12mm), voltage supply (12VDC -
36VDC) CRI 80/6500K luminescence. 

Lighting the way 
to mine safety 

Protected by 
International Patent Law 

73.5mm 

Massive savings 
in energy and 
maintenance cost. 



UNDERGROUND LIGHTING SYSTEM 

x-Glo SERIES Underground Lighting is the long
awaited and unmatched lighting solution which is simply a
must for all mines who are serious about saving lives,
saving money, improving efficiency and saving energy.

• ENERGY EFFICIENT
• ZERO MAINTENANCE
• 100% WATER PROOF
• IMPACT AND SHOCK PROOF
• ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY
• OUTSTANDING SAFETY
• VIRTUALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE
• 3 YEAR WARRANTY
• COMPLETELY MODULAR
• FIRE RETARDANT
•ULTRAHIGH BRIGHTNESS
• LIGHTWEIGHT AND LOW PROFILE

x-Glo SERIES lighting utilizes only the highest-grade LED products and technology that is 
built to last with a full 3 year warranty and expected lifespan of well over a decade. It 
provides a complete flood of crisp white luminescence throughout the installations, 
covering every corner from ceiling to walls and ground with no dark spots whatsoever, 
which is a completely unique feature of this first class patented lighting design. It is an 
energy efficient and maintenance free product, with a myriad of solutions and modular 
nature allowing for limitless tailor made designs covering all facets of mining and their 
specific conditions. It has exceptional protective features such as overcurrent, overvoltage, 
overheat and even against lightning strikes placing it simply in a class of its own. 

Other features include its extremely low profile nature of only 6mm, making dust 
accumulation a thing of the past. Its' very lightweight properties allow hundreds of meters to 
be carried by a single individual making installation and storage effortless and cost efficient, 
and its IP 68 rating which means it can operate comfortably completely submersed. It is 
shock and impact resistant, whereas clients are installing it in areas where dynamite is 
regularly used to clear large rocks in ducts, placed directly above these areas however 
conventional lighting is being destroyed within the blast radius; furthermore its unique ring 
feed design allows for the lighting to be completely severed along its run with it continuing 
to function properly and new developments increasing the tensile strength dramatically 
being able to carry up to 65kg's and still function properly. The low voltage supply means it 
can be safely worked on whilst live by unskilled labour (although not recommended) with 
repairs taking mere minutes to complete. 



UNDERGROUND LIGHTING SYSTEM 

Based upon extruding a high quality and efficient LED light tape in a fire retardant PVC, the 
x-Glo SERIES Underground Lighting system is installed effortlessly, integrates with existing 
infrastructure and provides an IP68 lighting solution with a proven lifespan of over a decade. 

Dark spots due to damaged fittings or blown lamps from conventional lighting are a thing of 
the past. The x-Glo SERIES now offers the solution to provide an extremely low profile 
lighting system which is extremely resilient to impact ensuring a consistent crisp white light 
throughout the installation. Consistent lighting combined with the quality white light provides 
for excellent ergonomics, guaranteed to increase efficiency, reduce accidents and boost 
overall morale in the workplace. 

Unlike conventional lighting which experiences dramatic losses of luminescence after only 
40% of their lifespan, technology within the x-Glo SERIES is guaranteed to keep performing 
- day in and day out. Being 100% recyclable, there are no toxic substances with our product
comparing to CFL lighting which exposes miners to extremely toxic mercury when the fittings
are damaged, leading to severe consequences, even death. With a full range of solutions for
various tunnel heights and various other applications the O.C.P. Constructions Supplies Inc. 
delivers tailored solutions for entire underground networks, with typical runs per power
source of 40 - 80 meters and energy consumption from as low as 2.4 watts per meter.
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